The susceptibility and specific heat -and hence the effective mass-of the intermediate valence compound YbAl 3 show anomalous enhancement below the Fermi liquid temperature T coh 40 K. We show that these anomalies are suppressed by alloying in Yb 1ÿx Lu x Al 3 indicating high sensitivity to lattice coherence. The de Haas-van Alphen effective masses for key branches of the Fermi surface are reduced by magnetic fields B > 40 T. We argue that this reduction does not arise from 4f polarization but reflects renormalization of the quasiparticle states by the field. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.90.166404 PACS numbers: 71.18.+y, 71.27.+a, 75.20.Hr, 75.30.Mb The temperature dependence of the susceptibility T, specific heat CT, and valence of intermediate valence (IV) compounds can be fit semiquantitatively, and sometimes quantitatively, by the predictions of the Anderson impurity model (AIM) [1] . Both T and CT=T increase from a finite value at T 0 to a broad maximum at T max T K =4-6. Recently we have shown [2] for the IV compound YbAl 3 that anomalies occur below 40 K: both T and CT=T -and hence the effective mass mare larger than the value extrapolated from high temperature, rising to a second maximum at or near T 0 (Fig. 1) . The susceptibility anomaly is suppressed and normal IV behavior reestablished by magnetic fields B > 40 T [2] (Fig. 1, inset) .
The temperature dependence of the susceptibility T, specific heat CT, and valence of intermediate valence (IV) compounds can be fit semiquantitatively, and sometimes quantitatively, by the predictions of the Anderson impurity model (AIM) [1] . Both T and CT=T increase from a finite value at T 0 to a broad maximum at T max T K =4-6. Recently we have shown [2] for the IV compound YbAl 3 that anomalies occur below 40 K: both T and CT=T -and hence the effective mass mare larger than the value extrapolated from high temperature, rising to a second maximum at or near T 0 (Fig. 1) . The susceptibility anomaly is suppressed and normal IV behavior reestablished by magnetic fields B > 40 T [2] (Fig. 1, inset) .
Below 40 K the electrical resistivity exhibits T 2 behavior [2] and the low temperature optical conductivity exhibits [3] both a very narrow Drude resonance and a midinfrared peak associated with optical transitions across a renormalized hybridization gap. The mid-IR peak begins to be suppressed, the Drude peak begins to broaden, and the effective mass for the Drude peak (which is 25-30m e at low temperature) decreases for T > 40 K. Hence, the anomalous enhancement of the effective mass occurs on the scale of the coherence temperature T coh , defined as the temperature below which the coherent renormalized Fermi liquid is fully established.
The effective masses determined by de Haasvan Alphen (dHvA) measurements [4] in YbAl 3 are also in the range 15-30m e . In this paper we show that the effective masses measured by dHvA for a field along the h111i direction reduce by approximately a factor of 2 in magnetic fields B > B 40 T. A field of this magnitude is substantially smaller than the Kondo field B K k B T K = B for this compound (T K 670 K [2] ) and hence the transition cannot arise from 4f polarization. The field energy B B does, however, correspond to k B T coh suggesting that magnetic fields of this magnitude renormalize the quasiparticle states. We also show that the specific heat and susceptibility anomalies are suppressed by alloying for concentrations as small as x 0:05 in Yb 1ÿx Lu x Al 3 . This suggests that the anomalous effective mass enhancement observed below T coh is a true coherence effect and very sensitive to lattice order.
Single crystals of YbAl 3 and Yb 1ÿx Lu x Al 3 were grown by the self-flux method, with excess aluminum [4] . The susceptibility was measured using a SQUID magnetometer and the specific heat was measured using a relaxation technique. For dHvA measurements, the crystals were aligned using x-ray diffraction and reduced to the appropriate dimensions using a spark cutter followed by etching in acid solutions. The low-field (13-17 T) and intermediate field (17-19.5 T) dHvA measurements were performed using the field-modulation technique at the National Institute for Materials Science in Tsukuba; these experiments allowed for measurement as a function of field angle relative to the high symmetry directions and were performed using a dilution refrigerator with a lower temperature limit of 0.05 K. The intermediate field measurements were performed at a fixed angle using a He-3 refrigerator. The high-field (B 57 T) dHvA signal was measured using the pulsed-field technique with counterwound highly compensated pickup coils in the 60 T shortpulse magnet at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory in Los Alamos. The field angle was fixed for each sample, and the temperature was regulated between 0.5-1.5 K using a He-3 refrigerator.
The susceptibility and specific heat of Yb 1ÿx Lu x Al 3 are shown in Fig. 1 . The anomalies that are apparent below 40 K for YbAl 3 are suppressed and normal IV behavior is observed for x 0:05. This result indicates a high sensitivity to alloy disorder and gives evidence that the anomalies require lattice coherence. The dHvA frequencies for the low-field measurements are shown in Fig. 2 . These reproduce the older work [4] with one nearly spherical high mass (23-29m e ) branch, denoted , and several branches that are confined to the vicinity of particular field directions. The frequencies for the intermediate field are essentially unchanged from those at low field. In Fig. 3 (a) we show the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the dHvA signal at high field (45 < B < 55 T) at 0.84 K and for a field along the h111i direction. Four peaks are resolved, which correspond in frequency to the , , , and branches observed at low field [4] . The high-field frequencies are equal, within a few percent, to those observed at low field ( Fig. 2) with the exception of the frequency of the branch, which is 25% larger than at low field.
We analyzed the high-field measurements for each field range and temperature by fitting each FFT peak to the sum of a Gaussian and a second-order polynomial background function. We fit the Gaussian amplitudes to the function
where F is the dHvA frequency, m is the effective mass, and T D is the Dingle temperature. This formula is appropriate for pulsed-field data [5] ; a related expression appropriate for dc fields was used for the low and intermediate field data. By fitting at fixed field as a function of temperature we determined the effective mass for each branch and field range. Examples for the and branches are shown in Fig. 3(b) . By fitting at fixed temperature as a function of field, we determine the Dingle temperature [ Fig. 3(c) ].
The masses determined from this analysis are plotted as a function of field in Fig. 4 . The plot includes the low and intermediate field values, and data from two different samples for each field orientation at high field. The scatter at high field gives a good indication of both the reproducibility and the statistical error. Our key result is that the masses of the and branches for field along the h111i direction decrease by approximately a factor of 2 above 40 T. Somewhat smaller reductions are observed for the and branches. For field along the h100i direction there is a more modest decrease of the mass and the mass of the branch appears to increase with field. We did not observe a dHvA signal at high fields for the branch for a field along either the h100i or the h110i direction. The low-field masses for this branch for these directions are 28.9 and 26:3m e , respectively. From Eq. (1) it is clear that large masses suppress the dHvA amplitude except at the lowest temperatures. In the pulsed-field measurement, the possibility of eddy current heating prohibits the study of metallic samples in a dilution refrigerator, restricting the accessible temperature range to T > 0:5 K. In this situation, it is very difficult to detect dHvA signals for branches with m much greater than 15m e . Our data for a field in these directions are thus consistent with a lower limit on the high-field mass of order 15m e . The field B for the transition to reduced masses is constrained by the dHvA data (Fig. 4) to lie somewhere in the interval 20 < B < 45 T. The susceptibility (Fig. 4,  inset) is constant up to 40 T, and decreases at higher field, suggesting that B 40 T. The field dependence of the amplitude of the branch fits the predicted Dingle curve for B > 38 T [ Fig. 3(c) ] which also suggests a transition field of this magnitude. The results reported here show that above a transition field B 40 T the dHvA masses for key branches of Fermi surface decrease by approximately a factor of 2 for magnetic field parallel to h111i, while masses for other branches and directions appear to be less affected by the field. From the effect of magnetic field on the susceptibility and the effect of alloy disorder on the specific heat (Fig. 1) , we expect a 25% reduction of effective mass averaged over the Fermi surface. Our dHvA results are consistent with a decrease of this magnitude.
For heavy Fermion compounds with small Kondo temperatures, the application of a magnetic field larger than the Kondo field B K (where gJ B B K k B T K ) is known to cause a large reduction in the measured effective masses [5] . This finds a natural explanation in the theory of a Kondo impurity [6] or of the Anderson lattice [7] : when the Zeeman splitting becomes larger than the Kondo temperature, the 4f level polarizes; the resulting reduction of the spin degeneracy inhibits the Kondo interaction that is responsible for the large effective masses. For YbAl 3 where g 8=7, J 7=2, and T K 670 K, we then expect B K 250 T, much larger than the observed value of B
. The theory [6] also predicts that the susceptibility will increase as the field increases in the vicinity of B K ; and for heavy Fermions the 4f polarization gives rise to a continuous metamagnetic transition [8] . However, the susceptibility of YbAl 3 decreases at B . Finally, for systems such as CeRu 2 Si 2 where the metamagnetic transition is observed experimentally, the Fermi surface alters at the transition because the polarization corresponds to a localization of the 4f electron which causes it to drop out of the Fermi volume [8] . For YbAl 3 , however, the transition has only a small effect on the Fermi surface geometry, with most frequencies unchanged but with a 25% increase in the frequency of the branch along h111i which is suggestive of an increase in the Fermi volume. These facts suggest that the reduction of the masses is not connected with a simple polarization of the 4f level.
The transition field energy is, however, of the order of k B T coh , which suggests that the field dependence of the masses is connected to renormalization of the quasiparticle states and is intimately related to the suppression of the low temperature anomalies. For B > B the susceptibility anomaly is suppressed and the temperature dependence becomes qualitatively similar to that of an Anderson impurity (Fig. 1, inset) . The effective masses reduce to values that are still moderately large without much change in the Fermi surface geometry. It is as though the transition turns the compound into a nonanomalous intermediate valence compound, with moderately renormalized bands, but without 4f polarization.
In a 1=N J -expansion treatment [9] of the Anderson lattice (N J 2J 1), the coherence temperature was found to satisfy T coh T K =10, which is approximately true for YbAl 3 . A low temperature anomaly in the susceptibility was predicted for T < T coh in the limit that the total electron density is close to the value appropriate for a Kondo insulator. A recent slave Boson treatment [10] of the Anderson lattice in the same limit shows that the ratio of T C J =0 (where C J is the Curie constant), T coh , and T K depends on the curvature of the bare density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level F . When the DOS is flat at F then T T K and AIM behavior is observed. When the curvature is negative, then T < T K and 0 is enhanced over the AIM value. It remains to be seen whether such theory can explain the field dependence of the effective mass on the scale k B T coh = B reported here.
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